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In Ethiopia, education is confronted with a task of
unprecedented magnitude and complexity. It must double
its physical capacity within a single decade. It must
set and maintain new standards of excellence. And, it
must continue to lead man's explorations into the realm
of the unknown.
The responsibilities and burdens of the world must
be shared by all Ethiopians in shaping the world of
tomorrow. Throughout the course of history, wise men
have observed that the strength of a nation depends upon
the education of its youth, for it is the youth of today
who must make the decisions of the future. In order to
maintain a strong and progressive nation, the talents of
all youth are needed. No segment of the population can
be left out (Riessman, 1961) .
Tommorow's world will not be like today's world,
and certainly not like the world of the past. With some
degree of accuracy, events that will occur will be
predicted. It must be realized that education is an
institutionalized process with the objective of aiding
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young people to meet the demands of their future
environment and relationships with their fellow man. If
education is the process of preparing young people to
meet the demands of the future, then education must
develop a basic model of what that future environment
and society will be like. Education must build programs
that will develop the competencies required of students
to deal with the kind of world in which they will find
themselves.
If our starting point is the fact that life
tomorrow will be different, then the known quantities
from today must be added which serve as the base or
foundation from which movement into tomorrow will be
possible. When one focuses these thoughts on the
concepts of career guidance, career education, career
counseling, self and emerging vocational identity,
several alternative plans, and systems for the future
need to be developed (Stevenson, 1973).
Clearly it appears to be the Ethiopian
interpretation that education is a tool for national
integration and national development. For most
Ethiopian parents, however, education is a means to
formal or wage employment. Even though educated parents
send their children to school as a matter of course.
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they expect them to secure paid white collar employment
at the completion of their schooling. Given the normal
interplay of social and economic background in relation
to education, the children of the Ethiopian elite
perform in the formal system better and have a better
chance of realizing their goal of modern sector-paid
employment than those from homes not previously exposed
to education. Education, therefore, has become a means
of mobility for all Ethiopian citizens.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURE OF
EDUCATION IN ETHIOPIA
Prior to the beginning of the 19th century,
education was the sole responsibility of the Catholic
Church. By the middle of the 19th century, Roman
Catholic and Protestant missionaries, mostly French,
began to develop modern education in Ethiopia. Toward
the end of the century, Swedish Protestants and Italian
Catholics began to open schools in the northern part of
Ethiopia (Sasnett & Sepmeyer, 1966).
To fulfill the wishes of the clergy. Emperor
Menelik II also hired Coptic Christians from Egypt and
Middle Eastern countries to teach in the modern schools
and consented not to interfere in the church's
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traditional educational activities. Meanwhile, to
attract students, he offered financial rewards to those
who attended school. At the time of his death four
schools were in operation, in Addis Ababa, Ankober,
Dessie and Harar. A department of education called the
Directorate-General of Public Instruction had also been
created. At the beginning of the second Italo-Ethiopian
War in 1935, the Ethiopian government supported the idea
that modern schools should be opened all over the
country. Consequently, the country enrolled
approximately 5,000 students. Most of the schools were
established in the provincial capitals. The
instructors, the books, the course of studies were all
imported from abroad. As might be expected, these
schools became close reproductions of European schools
on which they were modelled. Even the Coptic teachers
who were brought from Egypt and Syria were no less
European in their educational orientation.
As a result, in order to improve the productivity
level in Ethiopia and to enhance its economy and
technology, it became necessary to invite Catholics,
Protestants, the French, and Swedish missionaries.
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THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN ETHIOPIA
The present system of education is the culmination
of changes and modifications that have been introduced
since 1941 in response to the changing needs and
conditions of the country. From 1941 to 1948,
elementary education consisted of six grades followed by
four years of secondary education. A slight
modification was introduced in 1948 by extending the
elementary school programme from six to eight years.
The addition of two years was intended to alleviate, at
least momentarily, the strong public pressure the
government was facing to provide secondary school places
for an ever-growing number of sixth grade students
(Amare, 1982).
In the later part of the 1950s, a 6-2-4 system was
adopted, which is the present system of education in
Ethiopia. This consists of six years of primary, two
years of junior high, and four years of senior secondary
education. Except for the primary level, all
instruction is given in English.
Although there was no fixed age of admission to
school, the average ages for entering primary school was
about 6 and 7. Promotion from one grade to the next was
not automatic, but is based on highly competitive
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examinations during and at the end of the year. For
this and other reasons, such as family pressure, student
turmoil and unfavorable study conditions at home, the
drop-out rate among primary school children was
considerable. Over one-third of the students who enter
grade one drop out before completing the primary
education (Amare, 1982). Since a minimum of four years
of formal education is required to achieve permanent
literacy, the majority of the drop outs revert to
illiteracy shortly after they have left school.
The Six Grade National Examination is the final
qualifying examination administered to those who have
successfully completed their primary grades. The
examination constitutes the first formidable narrow
passage in the educational system. Only a few students
pass the examination. For example, in the 1963
examination, out of a total number of 68,164 children
who sat for the examination, only 35,645 or 52% passed.
It is interesting to note that the highest number of
passes were from a few educationally privileged
provinces. This glaring discrepancy in educational
opportunity between the regions was one of the major
causes of dissatisfaction with the former administration
(Amare, 1982).
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No more educational opportunities are open to
children who fail their examination at this stage level.
Most of them are within the age range of 13-16 and come
from the rural areas to which they are unwilling to
return. They remain in the urban centers to become
shoeshiners, car cleaners, homeless and tramps. The
number of such youngsters has grown considerably in the
last decade and they have become one of the major
threats to social stability in these areas.
Those who pass the examination enter the two year
junior high school. The Eighth Grade Leaving
Certificate Examination is administered to the students
who have successfully completed their junior high
school. As with the sixth grade examination, the
casualty rate is very high. The failures join the low
paid labor force. Those successful candidates go
directly to the secondary school to continue the four
year academic program (Amare, 1982).
THE ETHIOPIAN SCHOOL LEAVING CERTIFICATE
An examination is given at the end of every
academic year in July to students who have successfully
completed their senior high school. As is indicated in
Table 1, this examination, like the other two national
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examinations, is the third major narrow passage in the
educational system in which a large number of students
fail. Out of 5,263 students who sat for the examination
in 1971 only 944 or 17.9% passed, while the pass figure
in the previous year, 1970, was only 827 or 17.4% out of
4,751 students. The passes for 1969 and 1963 were 724
or 22.2% out of 3,255 and 711 or 24.7% out of 2,869
respectively. The greatest discrepancy in the pass
figures for the different proviences should also be
noted (Education Sector Review, 1972).
Until 1965, students who passed the Ethiopian
School Leaving Certificate Examination (ESLCE) in five
subjects - Amharic, English, mathematics, science and
geography or history, with "C" average or grade point of
2.00 were admitted to the University. However, even
with the high rate of failure in the ESLCE, the
University was unable to accommodate all the passes and
consequently raised its admission requirement to a GPA
of 2.2. This means that a pass in the ESLCE is no
longer a qualification for admission to the University.
In order to compensate the great discrepancy in the
educational opportunities among the various provinces,
the University has also made special provisions to
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TABLE 1
Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate
Province 1963 1969 1970 1971 %pass
Sat Passed Sat Passed Sat Passed Sat Passed 1971
(1) Arussi 19 8 17 6 60 15 55 14 1-6
(2) Bale — — 20 1 25 2 21 4 0-5
(3) Begemidir 115 8 132 9 170 27 183 17 2-0
(4) Eritrea 369 96 510 137 648 59 823 123 14-2
(S) Gemu Gofa 20 1 9 2 33 2 36 2 0-2
(6) Gojjam 109 5 52 4 112 10 135 17 2-0
(7) Harar 208 33 313 29 361 35 324 60 6-9
(8) Illubabor 14 0 5 0 28 2 11 1 0-1
(9) Ka£fa 34 2 49 4 86 4 73 10 1-2
(10) Shoa 261 45 272 35 450 70 509 62 7-1
(11) Addis Ababa 1099 401 1069 337 1525 437 1830 469 53-9
(12) Sidamo 56 4 55 1 87 4 73 10 1-2
(13) Tigre 146 23 172 41 231 18 254 38 4-3
(14) Wellega 28 1 30 9 52 11 86 24 2-8
(15) Wollo 49 3 49 4 207 21 246 18 2-1
Govt total 2527 634 2754 622 4075 719 4677 869 100-0
Private total 342 77 501 102 676 117 586 125
Grand total 2869 711 3255 724 4751 827 5263 944
Source; S. Inqui et al., "Educational opportunities". Education Sector Review. 8 July 1972, p. 44.
Table 1 indicated the total number of students from the
entire provinces of Ethiopia who sat for the Ethiopian
School Leaving Certificate for a total period of 9 years
(between 1963-1972).
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accept more students from the educationally
underprivileged areas by introducing a quota system.
SCHOOL POPULATION
In 1971, the population of Ethiopia was estimated
to be 28 million, growing at an annual rate of 2.2
percent (Amare, 1982). The distribution of the
population according to age was estimated to be as
follows:
below 15 years — 45%
15 to 59 years — 50.4%
above 60 years — 4.6%
The primary school age group 6-14 years, numbered
more than 7 million of which 6 million were estimated to
be in rural areas. The secondary school age group 14-18
years was estimated at 3 million. Out of the 7 million
primary school children only 700,000 or 10 percent
attended primary schools. There were 14,229 elementary
schools of which 5,237 were private and a total number
of 201,300 children or 25.3 percent of the school
population attended schools. Out of 3 million secondary
school age population only 11,712 or 3.4 percent
attended school. Of these 73,000 attended junior
secondary and 53,000 senior secondary schools.
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Table 2 indicates the growth of the school going
population over a nine-year period between 1963 and
1972. The elementary school enrollment rose by 130
percent over the nine years while the increases in the
junior and senior high school enrollment were 293
percent and 409 percent respectively. The average
yearly growth for the three levels was 10.5 percent for
primary, 18.7 percent junior secondary, 23.2 percent
senior secondary, and 6.9 percent special secondary
schools (EGA Summaries of Economic Data; Ministry of
Education Report on the Organization of Education in
Ethiopia, 1972-73).
These increases are unimpressive when examined
against the background of the total number of children
who are still out of school and in relation to the rapid
rate of growth. It will be noted that 86 percent of the
primary school age population and 96.3 percent of the
secondary school age population were still out of
school.
TABLE 2
Enrolment in All Schools, 1963/72
Year Primary Increase Junior Increase Secondary Increase Secondsry Increase
1-6 % Second.
7-8
% 9-12 % Special
School
%
1963/4 313,240 — 21,121 — 11,927 5,497
1964/5 347,770 11-02 24,697 16-9 15,637 31-1 7,337 33-4
1965/6 378,750 8-9 28,812 16-6 21,623 38-2 5,150 29-9
1966/7 409,710 8-1 36,480 26-6 23,832 10-2 6,674 29-5
1967/8 452,457 10-4 44,777 22-7 26,690 11-9 8,067 20-8
1968/9 513,981 13-5 56,918 27-1 31,943 19-6 9,559 18-4
1969/70 590,445 14-9 63,215 11-1 42,487 33-5 8,968 6-1
1970/1 655,427 11-0 73,121 15-6 53,236 25-2 9,389 4-6
1971/2 721,500 10-0 83,000 13-5 61,900 16-2 8,600 8-4
Average — 10-5 — 18-7 — 23-2 — 7-8
Primary School Population Increase 130-3%
Junior High School Population Increase 293-0%
Senior High School Population Increase 419-0%
Secondary Special Population Increase 56-4%
Sources: ECA Summaries of Economic Data; Ministry of Education Report on the Organisation
of Education in Ethiopia 1971-2 and 1972-3, Addis Ababa, June 1973.
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Another point to note is the obvious disparity in
the distribution of educational opportunities among the
fifteen provinces. The figure is indicated in Table 3.
Another form of disparity in educational
opportunities is that which exists between the male and
female population of the country. The illiteracy rate
of the country is 93 percent: 88 percent of males and
98 percent females. In the schools, girls constitute
only 31 percent of the total student population at the
elementary level, 23 percent at the secondary level and
8 percent at the university level. It is indicated that
the percentage of the three year period of educational
system (see Table 4). The percentage growth of the
female population during this period was insignificant.
However, girls are still the victims of tradition which
maintains that their place is in the home and education
is unnecessary for them (Gulilet, 1972).
EVOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
Until 1960, in Ethiopia the illiteracy rate was
approximately 95 percent; it was one of the highest in
the world. The inaccessibility of a major portion of
the country, the critical teachers shortage, and the
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TABLE 3
1971 Primary School Enrolment and Participation
Rate in Provinces, 1971
No. of School- Enrolment in % Participation Rate
Province Age Children Govt. School in Govt. School
Arussi 134,600 22,956 17-0
Bale 164,000 10,833 6-6
Begemidir 213,400 28,294 13-3
Eritrea 303,400 51,523 17-0
Gemu Gofa 110,400 11,305 10-2
Goj jam 275,200 27,362 9-9
Harar 529,100 29,890 5-6
Illubabor 109,400 19,938 18-2
Kafa 203,000 17,961 8-8
Shoa 702,200 79,525 11-3
Sidamo 391,000 30,908 7-9
Tigre 288,300 24,480 8-5
Wellega 900,400 40,838 4-5
Wollo 388,800 38,686 7-4
Addis Ababa 132,800 46,579 35-1
Total 4,146,000 471,077
Source: Inqui et al., op. cit ., pp. 33-6.
Table 3 illustrated the total number of school
enrollment and participation rate for the entire




Girls as a Percentage of Students, 1968/70
Educational Level 1968 1969 1970
Primary 30-5 30-6 31-4
Junior secondary 27-1 27-1 26-4
Senior secondary 19-1 20-5 20-8
Teacher training 12-1 16-4 17-3
Vocational-technical 7-4 7-6 8-0
University 7-4 7-6 8-0
ALL LEVELS 29-2 29-5 30-2
Source: Gulilet, T. et al., "Education for development".
Education Sector Review, 8 July 1972, p. 16.
Girls constitute only 31% of the total student
population at the primary school level and 23% at the
secondary level, Table 4 indicated the percentage of
girl students in different levels of the educational
system over a three-year period.
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resistance of a part of the clergy and the high nobility
to education as an aspect of unwanted modernization were
major factors in delaying the progress of learning. The
existence of a great number of languages and dialects,
and the unfamiliarity of more than half of the
population with the official language,Amharic, pose
additional difficulties to the spreading of literacy
(Lipsky, 1962).
Therefore, to overcome the existing problems and to
reduce the overflow of retainees and dropouts, the
following points have been suggested by the researcher.
(a) A counseling and guidance program has to be
offered or developed at the early stages of the
elementary school.
(b) A comprehensive recruitment, vocational
guidance and career counseling model program has to be
developed to ameliorate the problem of primary and
secondary retainees and dropouts. This model
specifically accommodates the service requirements of
nonformal skill training, formal technical level skill
training, and the academics in most developing
countries. Groups to be served include youth, adults,
women in the work force of most third world countries.
Furthermore, this model addresses the literacy problems
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in an innovative way via the Learning Skills Development
Component (Green, 1986).
OBJECTIVE OF THE MODEL
The general objective of this effort is to design
and effectuate a comprehensive, up-to-date recruitment,
vocational guidance and career counseling model that
will contribute significantly to the improvement of the
basic skill training program on a self-sustaining basis
both quantitatively and qualitatively in Ethiopia.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The inadequate teaching methods or the absence of
implementing the basic teaching principles created a
tremendous problem for school dropouts. This is
especially true in the elementary and secondary school,
where teaching is not geared to solving practical
problems of everyday life. There is also a lack of
incentives on the part of teachers in encouraging
children to work and to think independently, to arouse
curiosity in the learner, and to help children exercise
ways of expressing themselves. Such lack of active
teaching causes students to leave school early. The
lack of a system for guidance and counseling is also a
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contributory factor. Lack of motivation and continued
failure lead to the development of poor self-concept and
lack of self-esteem, and in order to escape this
feeling, the student leaves school.
Today, the world of work has undergone many
significant changes comparing the last twenty years.
Increasing size and complexity are the rule rather than
the exception in most enterprises. Such conditions
create job invisibility and make the transition from
school to work difficult. In addition, the student is
allowed little more than disjointed contact with the
world of work by both educational and occupational
barriers.
To cope with these conditions, educators should
assume a major responsibility for providing articulated
career orientation and exploration programs designed to
foster career awareness of all Ethiopian youth.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to develop a plan and
program to:
(a) provide Ethiopian students some experiences
which enable them to develop a pattern of
skills, attitudes, interests, understandings
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and knowledge that would make them successful
for the rest of their lives.
(b) provide Ethiopian students with information
about career development.
(c) provide Ethiopian students to select and to
enter into courses of study as well as
selecting and enrolling in schools and other
institutions.
(d) develop student initiative, responsibility,
self-direction, and self-guidance.
(e) anticipate and prevent crisis from arising in
the life of the student.
(f) teach more effectively. To disseminate
information which will help teachers to improve
teaching.
(g) help Ethiopian administrators to administer
testing more efficiently by making a maximum
contribution to the total school program.
Therefore, on the basis of this study, it should be
possible to recommend plans and action for improving the
educational system in Ethiopia to minimize the number of
retainee and dropouts each year. Also, through
counseling, these important life experiences can help
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the Ethiopian student to develop a positive perspective
in his/her career development.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The research obtained from this study will be
beneficial to the Ethiopian Ministry of Education,
teachers, educators, and parents in the following ways:
(a) It will be helpful in developing programs to
ameliorate the problem of retainees or
dropouts.
(b) It will be helpful to develop a counseling
program to change the ineffective behavior of
children to more effective behavior.
(c) It will be helpful to develop plans in the
present to bring about possible and desired
futures.
(d) It will be helpful to gain control over
negative and self-defeating emotions, such as
debilitating anxiety, guilt, self-pity,
loneliness, alienation, hopelessness, and basic
insecurity.
(e) It will provide additional information about
present and possible future environment.
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(f) It will assist students and their parents in
making important personal decisions.
(g) It will develop effective solutions to personal
and interpersonal problems.
(h) It will assist students and parents to cope
with difficult environmental and life space
circumstance (Eisenberg & Delaney, 1977).
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The following major assumptions will be made in
implementing this study:
(a) The government of Ethiopia is desirous of a
model guidance and counseling plan to
accomplish its national educational goal.
(b) All Ethiopian citizens will have access to the
opportunities presented by this plan.
(c) The Ethiopian Ministry of Education would
implement the plans contained in this model.
(d) The government of Ethiopia will make funds
available to implement this model.
22
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Career - the sequence of occupations and/or jobs
engaged in or occupied throughout the lifetime
of a person.
Career Choice - exploring occupations helps us get the
information we need to make good
decisions about the direction we want
to go in our life work. It also gives
some idea of what is probable,
possible, and desirable in choosing and
preparing for a career.
Career Counseling - includes all counseling activities
associated with career choices over
a life span. In the career¬
counseling process, all aspects of
individual needs (including family,
work, and leisure) are recognized
as integral parts of career
decision making and planning.
Career Development - A continuous, developmental
process, a secjuence of choices
which form a pattern throughout
one's lifetime and which represent
one's self-concept.
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Career Education - is a continuing program of
educational exposure and experiences
designed to influence how individuals
think and feel about themselves and
the world of work.
Career Guidance - is an organized program to help youth
to develop self-understanding, learn
about the world or work, gain
experiences that will help in decision
making and find jobs.
Career Planning - is the gathering of information about
ourselves and about occupations,
estimating the probable outcomes of
various courses of action, and finally
choosing alternatives that are
attractive and possible.
Career Resources - is a framework for the selection and
utilization of materials to meet the
career guidance needs of the
institution. It is the existing
resources within the insitutions.
Counseling - the interaction between a counselor and a
student either individually or in small
groups. Counseling goes beyond information
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giving to helping the students consider
issues in their lives that are of concern,
that may hamper their performance in
school, or that may affect their behavior
towards others in their school environment.
Decision Making - a systematic process in which various
data are utilized and analyzed
according to explicit procedures and
outcomes are evaluated in terms of
desirability.
Dropout - a student who leaves school after attendance
is no longer compulsory, or before graduation.
E.S.L.C.E. - Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate
Examination.
Guidance - the type of interaction between a counselor
and a student, or a group of students (either
in a group or in a classroom) that focuses on
normal developmental issues and school based
processes (course selection, testing,
failure, etc.).
Occupation - work activity in various job settings in
which people engage in a group of similar
tasks organized in similar ways.
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Professional - one who has an assured competence in a
particular field or occupation.
Para-Professional - a worker who is not a member of a
given profession but who assists a
professional.
Self-Concept - the totality of attitudes, judgements,
and values of an individual relating to
his behavior, abilities, and qualities.
Self-defeating - acting to defeat its own purpose.
Self-direction - guidance by oneself or itself.
Self-esteem - a good opinion of oneself.
Self-Pity - concern or regret for one considered
inferior or less favored; pity of oneself.
Vocation - a dedication or long term commitment with a
high level of requirements, rewards, and
expectations.
Vocational Guidance - the giving of information,
experience, and advice in
regarding to choosing an
occupation, preparing for it,
entering it, and progressing in
it.
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Work - fulfillment of job duties, expectations for which
one has been employed in order to provide a
"purposeful" means of livelihood.
World of Work - all existing job titles shown in the
U.S. Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(D.O.T.).
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Basically/ there have been few studies on academic
retention in recent years in Ethiopia, some studies
being done in the late 60s and 70s. However, several
current reviews of the past literature all draw very
similar conclusions, although the research on retention
has often been lacking in scope, depth, and sound
methodology in Ethiopia.
In America, Driscoll (1985) maintained that
retention is most often due to a complexity of problems
that interfere with the learning process. He advocated
that holistic needs of individual students be considered
in order to create a favorable success-oriented learning
environment.
Another researcher. Drier (1970) notes that one of
the critical overriding problems in education is the
lack of relevance of existing curricula for the majority
of our youth. A major factor causing irrelevancy is the
failure to provide systematic experiences to help




Holt (1982) suggested that the traditional academic
curriculum be revised for students to receive intensive
instruction in language literacy and survival skills.
He further stressed career development to help students
plan more realistically for the future.
Tepp (1984) found that many repeaters fail
primarily because of cognative liabilities in the verbal
realm. He further indicated that a significant number
of them require supportive and/or counseling services to
supplement a program for specified needs of the
students.
According to Holmes (1984), retention may be more
beneficial if specific plans are developed to overcome
difficulties encountered during the previous year. Any
student being considered for retention should be
identified by the end of the student's academic
achievement and formulate goals for the remainder of the
year. If, at the end of the year, progress is not
considered adequate and decision is made to retain the
student, a specific educational plan should be developed
for the next year.
Sizer (1983) indicated that standards for student
promotion have become a major concern in recent years to
educators and parents who have found that large numbers
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of students are unable to perform basic skills. The
movement toward minimum competency testing and higher
academic standards has grown out of this concern.
Additionally, Sizer strongly advocates vocational
services, including supervised work experience and
mentoring activities to better prepare high risk
students for post secondary endeavors.
Jackson (1975) examined 44 sources for original
research on grade retention as well as numerous other
related articles and books. All research reports were
categorized by design and examined for inherent flaws.
His conclusion, taken from only those studies deemed the
most valid, was that there is no reliable body of
evidence to indicate that grade retention is more
beneficial than grade promotion for students with
serious academic or adjustment difficulties.
Bossing and Brien (1979) looked at many different
aspects of the effects of retention on students. Their
conclusions were:
1) Grade retention does not ensure significant
gains in achievement.
2) Threats of non promotion is not a motivating
force for students.
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3) Retention does not increase more homogeneous
groupings of children in the classroom.
4) Classroom conduct and socio-economic status
affect the decision of non promotion of
students.
5) Research tends to imply that there is a
correlation between school failure and dropout
rates.
Using numerous research networks, Haddad (1979)
examined relevant studies on promotion practices related
to the U.S. as well as other countries, both developed
and developing. Uniquely, he looked at the economic
side as well as the social, emotional, and intellectual
aspects of school retention. After exploring the
underlying assumptions, mainly that the determinants of
achievement and failure are academic, that repetition
improves achievement, and that retention provides a
better affective environment for low achievers, Haddad
closed his review with the statement that research
findings seriously and consistently challenge such
assumptions as these. On the economic side, he
concluded that repetition is a poor use of the education
dollar, not only increasing the cost with few benefits
31
seen achievement, but also in actually raising the
likelihood that a student will drop out in the future.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
In some developing countries of the Third World,
the top national priority is intensive recruitment of
external technical industries in order to improve the
country's standard of living. This effort has suffered
somewhat, however, because of the lack of skilled
workers in sufficient numbers to meet demand.
Consequently, these nations have turned to their
educational systems and sometimes outside expertise to
train workers in sufficient quantity and quality as
expeditiously as possible (Green, 1986) .
One major, but fairly common problem in this quest
has been a high illiteracy rate among the populace and
few, if any, effective programs to ameliorate
illiteracy. The critical teacher shortage, and the
resistance of the clergy and the high nobility to
education as an aspect of unwanted modernization were
major factors in delaying the progress of learning.
Moreover, the existence of a great number of languages
and dialects, and the unfamiliarity of more than half of
the population with the official language, Amharic,
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exacerbate the spreading of literacy. This chapter
represents an effort to address both the problems of
illiteracy and the counseling requirements of the
national educational programs in a concerted manner. It
presents a model that embodies the unique combination of
vocational guidance and career counseling.
This model has worked successfully at the
University of Central Arkansas at Conway. Through
consultation, it has worked in modified form at the
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Cheyney State
University in Pennsylvania, Livingstone College in North
Carolina, Tougaloo College in Mississippi, Texas College
in Tyler, Texas, Knoxville College in Tennessee, and
Lane College in Tennessee. Most of the students who
participated in these developmental skills programs were
economically disadvantaged (Green, 1986).
APPLICATION OF THE GREEN MODEL
The key to meeting the economic development goals
of underdeveloped countries was an educational system
that successfully supplied skilled, semi-skilled, and
technical workers for their expanding economy and the
manpower requirements of the international business and
industry it seeks to attract. The present skilled
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manpower shortage in most developing countries, which
was of crisis proportions, was indicative of the fact
that the basic skill training programs in place in these
countries were inadequate. One of the obvious ways of
strengthening the basic skill training was an updated,
comprehensive recruitment, vocational guidance, and
career counseling program that interfaced more
efficienty and intervened earlier in matching job and
worker uniqueness.
The Comprehensive Recruitment, Vocational Guidance
and Career Counseling model which is presented in this
chapter cuts across all levels of skill training in a
wide variety of settings. The model specifically
accommodates the service requirements of non formal
skill training, formal technical level skill training,
and the academies in most developing countries.
The main objectives of this effort are to: (a)
strengthen and upgrade the recruitment, vocational
guidance and career counseling programs; (b) upgrade the
qualifications and professional skills of present
recruitment, vocational guidance and career counseling
personnel; (c) impact upon the counselor education
programs presently in operation, to the extent that
beginning and counselors-in-training will benefit from
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this plan; (d) develop strategies to involve teachers
and other non-counselors (Para-Professionals) in the
delivery of vocational guidance and career counseling
services; and (e) improve the reading, writing,
computational, and learning skills of the student
trainees to a level that will enable them to comprehend
the technical instruction and materials used in skill
training and in life in general (Green, 1986).
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES AND MODELS
The primary program implementation strategy of this
model is to identify school personnel, representatives
from the public and private sectors to serve on an
advisory committee for vocational guidance and career
counseling participant training.
In addition, the model program will:
(1) train appropriate personnel to assist project
staff in conducting a needs analysis to determine the
existing recruitment, vocational guidance, career
conseling, placement, and follow-up program recruitment;
(2) train appropriate personnel to assist project
personnel in the implementation, modification, and
evaluation of this recruitment, vocational guidance and
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career counseling model based upon inputs from the needs
analysis and the advisory committee;
(3) train appropriate personnel to train para-
professionals - a key strategy to expand the delivery of
recruitment, vocational guidance, learning skill
development, and career counseling services as
economically and as expeditiously as possible;
(4) assess the vocational guidance and career
counseling credentialing system to determine how it
interfaces with this new thrust and modify as necessary,
thereby building in a form of professional recognition
and reward to the service providers and participants;
(5) make the necessary arrangement to enable the
participants to attend formal classes, workshops,
seminars, and special experiential training abroad with
a minimum of transfer-of-credits problems; and
(6) assist the recruitment, learning skills
development, vocational guidance and career counseling
participants in establishing updated placement and
follow-up program that responds to governments in a
timely and effective manner.
The recruitment, vocational guidance, and career
counseling components of this model will be primarily
responsible for supplying Ethiopian students for skill
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training who are maximally prepared in terms of
attitudes, aptitudes, motivation, and literacy
capability. The coordinators of the recruitment,
vocational guidance and career counseling components are
to ensure the delivery of all sub-component services by
working in close cooperation and collaboration with the
principal or director of each training unit. A
counselor will be assigned to each training unit or
center with and under the administrative supervision of
the unit principal or director. Specifically, the on¬




d) specialized study for the learning disabled and
handicapped
e) the development of "learning to learn" skills
using actual classroom assignments, and
f) the training and supervision of teachers and
para-professionals, including peer tutors, in
the delivery of these services.
It should be noted that this program is continuous with
the respective sub-components operating and interfacing
simultaneously.
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Upon successful completion of skill training, the
unit counselor will, with the assistance of the
principal or school director and/or all relevant
entities, effect the placement of the graduate student
in a job in the industrial or government sectors. The
student's adjustment to and progress on the job will be
facilitated and monitored by the counselor. Feedback
from the placement and follow-up activities will be used
to further strengthen the program.
Following is a description of the model in
operation. The recruiting program will obtain students
for skill training from academies, dropouts, the
unemployed, the underemployed, referrals made by
counselors at the secondary schools and technical
schools. Input from all these sources will be used to
develop prevention strategies to curb the high dropout
rate. Special emphasis will be placed upon recruiting
women and other adult groups that are underrepresented
in the work force. The student would then be assessed
in terms of attitude, aptitude, personality (self-
concept or self esteem), and the level of his/her
learning skills development. Those students passing the
minimum acceptable level to be determined on the
assessment will go on to:
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(1) technical skills training;
(2) whatever learning skills development needed and
prescribed;
(3) vocational guidance; and
(4) academic and career counseling.
Students who fail the minimum acceptable level on
the assessment will go to the Learning Skill Development
Laboratory for intensive training in communications,
computational, and "learning-to-learn" study skills.
When they are trained to the level necessary to "pass"
the assessment, they will receive the complete training
package referred to above.
At the conclusion of the training the student will
again be evaluated in terms of attitude and personality
(self-esteem) to ascertain any improvement. The
principal or school director and teachers will rate each
student in attitudinal and other traits. Then comes
graduation (Green, 1986).
ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
The model consisted of three components, the
vocational guidance, academic curricula, and career
counseling. Each component contains five different
subdivisions. The main objective of each component and
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subdivision are stated in detail as follows (see
Getachew Career Development Model on following page).
A Comprehensive Outlook of Developmental Guidance
and Counseling:
The major challenge and responsibilities resting
upon Ethiopian’s school counselors becomes steadily more
demanding. Ethiopia's educational consumers expect
education to be individualized and responsive to the
contemporary life role demands. Ethiopian schools need
a well structured school guidance and counseling program
that is attuned to the needs youth encounter today as
well as prepare them for the future. In addition,
counselors are expected to continue guidance functions
to justify their appearance on the educational scene.
Testing, crisis counseling, career counseling,
scheduling, and clerical duties are existing duties that
require attention but often interfere with an adequate
response to new needs.
Moreover, a developmental perspective of student's
need has emerged in guidance and counseling services.
It focuses on the normal patterns of growth and aims to
be preventive rather than crisis oriented. Questions
such as, "Who am I?" "Where do I belong?" and "What do I
value?" are as crucial as "What do I want to do with my
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GetaehewBelayneh (GB) CareerDevelopmentalModelforEthiopian Schools
The model gave us both a procedure and a system in which careo*might be incorporated into the
total acadmic and occupational system in Ethiopia. The components which were described in this
model gave a clear idea and procedures on how to fit career into the total academic and occupational
system in Ethiopia. In nuuiy respects, the Belayneh model is similar to the Green model which is
shown on page 33. Bothm^els demonstrated the progression of the student through the school
years. The Green model portrays a constant broadening of learner options, the Belayneh model
portrays amovement in different fields of intoest Generally, both models address essential
messages to all Ethiopian studoits. Furthermore, the significance of counseling and guidance is
stressed in themodel.
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life?". Without answers to these questions, young
people seem unable to provide organization to their
lives or to attach personal meaning to the events and
experiences that confront them,
A Rationale for Developmental Guidance and Counseling:
The goals of developmental guidance and counseling
are to maximize human competence. It is a comprehensive
program based on individual and societal needs organized
around person centered goals and various activities
designed to meet those needs. The counseling and
guidance programs that would facilitate growth and
learning must be concerned with each student having
sufficiently sound emotional and social skills as well
as more academic, cognitive forms of competence. More
specifically, this means that counseling is an
educational program commensurate with other major
educational programs in the school (Ryan, 1978), Ryan
(1978) stated counseling as a comprehensive, develop¬
mental educational program places emphasis on individual
development; an educational program responsible for
assisting all individuals. Individuals today face
depersonalization in many facets of their lives. They
feel powerless in the face of masses of people and need
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help in dealing with their feelings, not at the expense
of society but in the context of society. Individual
development can best be facilitated by counseling
programs that begin in the early years and continue to
be available throughout the lives of individuals.
The developmental perspective for counseling does
not eliminate or de-emphasize important traditional
counseling practices and processes used when working
with educational and occupational concerns of
individuals at specific points during their lives. Nor
is it less responsive to any crisis oriented, personal
social needs they may have. On the contrary, the
developmental perspective places these more immediate
needs and concerns in the context to total human
development so they can be better understood and met.
The developmental perspective recognizes that there are
guidance and counseling related understandings and
competencies which all individuals need as they grow and
develop.
The Responsibility of Guidance and Counseling:
There are some specific areas of human growth and
development for which counseling and guidance programs
can be responsible. The main areas are that of
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assisting all individuals in developing self¬
understanding and effective interpersonal relationships.
This means major emphasis in guidance and counseling
programs are on individuals learning about themselves,
others, and interactions between self and others.
Society is characterized by transience and
impermanence. Traditional beliefs and ways of doing
things no longer seem sufficient in coping with the
environmental demands. As a consequence, many
individuals today have problems defining their roles, to
answer. Who am I? and Where do I fit in? Conkwright,
Gunter, and Hill, (1988) suggested the following points:
a) Self-understanding: Guidance and counseling
programs can help fill these needs by focusing
especially upon the individuals as a self, that is their
self-understanding of others in relation to themselves.
The development in individuals of self appraisal and
self improvement competencies is a primary goals of
guidance and counseling. Through learnings in the area,
individuals become more aware of personal
characteristics, such as, aptitudes, interests, goals,
abilities, and values. Being able to use self knowledge
in life career planning and in interpersonal
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relatioships and to assume responsibility for one's own
behavior are examples of desired outcomes.
b) Expressing ideas: To participate effectively in
learning process, an individual must be confident in
their ability to learn. Since confidence in learning
is, in large part, dependent upon the development of
one's ability to express ideas, a life long learner
needs to be competent in listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. In addition, various methods of expression
are needed as one relates to the different life roles.
Then assertiveness (not to be confused with
aggressiveness) in self expression is needed for each
life role, the emphasis should be on how to use those
methods of expression in appropriate manner. Building a
firm sense of personal identity and autonomy requires
adequate self expression skills. Those young people who
are most in need of developing these skills seldom have
the opportunity for they are walled off from meaningful
interaction with significant members of society.
c) Collecting and processing information: Another
area for which counseling is responsible is assisting
all individuals in gathering and processing information
about current and potential life roles, settings, and
events. Increasing societal complexity not only affects
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interpersonal relationships and feelings of
individuality, but also other life roles, settings and
events, specifically including those associated with the
worlds of education, and work. No longer are
individuals well acquainted with the occupations of
family and community members or their contributive roles
to the common good of society. There are some
responsibilities for personal decision making concerning
vocational plans at a time when options have become
numerous and puzzling and when youth have less
acquaintance than did their forebears with some
essential elements of choice. Because individuals over
their lifetimes will be assuming a number of roles,
functioning in a variety of settings, and experiencing
many events, learning in this area emphasize their
understanding of the various roles, settings and events
which interrelate to form their life careers. Learning
in this area also includes developing understanding of
the structure, requirements and characterisics of the
family, education and work. In addition, special
assistance should be provided for minorities, women and
other groups as they encounter special needs relative to
shifting career patterns and opportunities.
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d) Valuing and decision making: The other factor
of human growth and development for which counseling is
responsible for the development of valuing and decision
making competencies in individuals. Planning for and
making decisions are vital tasks in the lives of
individuals. Everyday decisions are made which
influence one's life career. Knowing decision making
skills and applying these skills to life career planning
are the essential points of learnings within this area
of counseling. A preliminary task to effective decision
making is the clarification of personal values. The
degree of congruence between what individuals value and
the outcomes of decisions individuals make contributes
to personal satisfaction.
Individuals learn within this area to identify the
steps necessary in making decisions. Understanding the
influence of planning on one's future and the
responsibility one must take for planning are essential
components of the life career planning process. Life
career planning is ongoing. The ability to evaluate
decisions in view of new information or circumstances
are vital. Being able to clarify personal values,
identify steps needed to make personal decisions, gather
relevant Information, and apply decision making skills
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of life career plans are examples of desired outcomes in
the area of counseling.
e) Achievement Motivation: Personal freedom and
control over one's destiny requires achievement
motivation, a commitment to planning and preparation, an
ability to defer short term gratification for long term
goals and an ability to choose among a multiplicity of
educational and occupational options. Maturity in
career decision making requires a knowledge of personal
interests and abilities built on practical and simulated
experiences. To clarify and to build personal value
standards and priorities, young people can master the
developmental tasks of career planning and goal setting.
Since work is such an integral part of life, young
people deserve opportunities to acquire marketable
skills and to build an experiential understanding of the
world of work. Employability skills include effect work
habits, job seeking skills, self placement competencies,
and a knowledge of the occupational and educational
requirements and needs of the working world. The
pressures of underemployment and of unemployment in
today's working world call for a new relevance and
practicality in learning environments. Youth need to
understand what it is like to work, not only in their
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roles as students or as part time workers, but also as a
part of the labor force. They need to experience the
intrinsic rewards of successful performance.
f) Problem solving: The counseling program is
helpful for assisting all individuals to understand and
relate the meaning of basic studies and occupational
preparation to problem solving in their present and
future lives. It is also a responsibility of this
program to seek to create relevance in the schools and
to show individuals how the knowledge, understandings,
and skills they are obtaining and the courses they are
taking will help them solve problems as they progress
through their career.
Counseling also is responsible for assisting all
individuals in developing placement competencies to aid
them in coping with change, such as the transition from
one setting to another. As individuals move from one
setting to another they need specific knowledge and
skills to make such moves as effectively as possible.
COMPONENT I: VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
Work is a central activity of human existence and
continues to be so despite threats of overpopulation.
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underemployment, affluent lethargy, and confusion over
appropriate and inappropriate welfare approaches.
The nature of vocational guidance and career
development reflects the place of work in the society.
Most people take work for granted. It is a necessary
part of life. This does not mean that people can fully
realize what work means to them. The activities of
daily living depend in large measure upon the nature and
conditions of one's work (Peters & Hansen, 1971).
WORK EXPERIENCE
All work experience has an element of value to the
student. It has exploratory values, provides desirable
work habits involving practical experiences in assuming
responsibility, and affords the student the opportunity
of discovering the value of money. Work experience
should be encouraged within the legal limits of age for
employment and in consideration of the interests,
health, and school record of the student. As the
community becomes increasingly aware of the need for its
youth to have the responsibility of gaining experience,
there is an accompanying concern for the practicability
of some of the present child labor. The school has a
vital role to play. Work experience takes on meaning
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when it is properly related to and supervised by the
school.
High school students under proper supervision must
obtain work experiences in either distributive education
or diversified occupations. Student have to be properly
selected, placed in suitable jobs, given adequate
supervision by the school, and provided with an
integrated program of studies, this type of experience
has been proved by many students in different countries
to be valuable to the students.
PLACEMENT
Placement is the satisfactory adjustment of the
individual to succeeding situations whether in an
educational or occupational setting. Students need
placement services within the curricular program, as
well as assistance in obtaining jobs. Learners are
required to take courses to meet school graduation or to
qualify for jobs. Placement, which must begin early in
the school years is an important question of the
guidance staff. It must also involve assistance to each
individual in selecting appropriate curricula, schools,
or training programs.
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In a real sense, effective placement of students in
the labor market is the end product of readiness for
vocational planning (Gribbons & Lohnes, 1968) or of
crystalizing a vocational preference (Super,
Starishevsky, Matlin, & Jordan, 1963). Each of these is
in itself a level of vocational maturity at which is
developmentally synthesized attitudes, knowledge of
alternatives, planfulness, self-awareness, and other
characteristics (Herr, 1972).
If placement is viewed as a transition for the
student as well as a point in time, the school counselor
can help him prepare himself psychologically for
placement. This may require role-playing interview
situations, assistance in completing or recognizing the
importance of employment applications, or provision of
information about jobs available in the local setting.
It will also involve support and follow up while the
individual is moving through the placement process.
To be effective in the placement process, it is
clear that the school counselor will need to communicate
with persons outside the school active in placement,
personnel, industry, employment services and others.
Such communication will require that the school
counselor be able to talk knowledgeably about the
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competence level, goals, and characteristics of persons
to be placed.
Since not all students to be placed will be high
school graduates, school counselors concerned with
placement will need to know of jobs available for the
school dropout as well. At the point of placement of
school dropouts, the counselor needs to reject the
temptation to admonish about how much monetary
differences exist between them and high school graduates
or why this choice condemns them to a life long position
of unskilled or semi-skilled work. The appropriate
course is to provide the dropout with help in obtaining
employment information about ways he can continue his
education.
Bottoms and Matheny (1969) have suggested that
three sequential steps are necessary to a high school
job placement program.
1. Preparation for entrance into the world of work
which includes assessments of one's own desires,
abilities, etc., and the acquisition of
knowledge about occupations and what is expected
of a person in a work setting.
2. Locating and accepting a job, which includes
making plans for moving from school to work and
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in implementing plans as well as contracting in
potential employers.
3. Follow through personal contact and counseling
for students once they are placed on a job to
assist them in retaining the job and in
establishing plans for moving up the job ladder.
These three steps reemphasize the importance of
viewing placement as more than an isolated event. They
also affirm the importance of placement as a service
that brings students and employers together (Herr,
1972) .
RECRUITMENT
The primary goal of the recruitment phase is to
ensure a satisfactory supply of quality prospects. The
selected applicant will depend as much on the quality of
the recruitment effort as on the effectiveness of the
selection techniques used. Because the task of
selection is to appraise and to choose, not to attract
people. The recruitment effort must be well planned.
It must be aggressive and deliberately aimed at those
sources in the labor market that produce the best
people.
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The following sources are the basic fundamentals of
successful recruiting sources for the personnel
administrator.
1. Recommendations and referrals
2. Newspaper advertisements
3. Private employment agencies
4. Schools and colleges.
A detailed explanation and comments are stated
below.
1. Recommendations and Referrals: One of the best
recruiting sources available to the personnel
administrator is people already familiar with the
company. For instance, past and present employees,
customers may recommend applicants. The quality of
applicants recommended by people who know the company
and its standards and requirements is usually of a
higher level. The referred candidate can be considered
a reflection on the person who recommended him.
Therefore, people tend to be selective in referring
applicants to the company.
2. Newspaper advertisements: Help wanted
advertising is relatively inexpensive and a quick way to
recruit applicants. At the same time, however,
advertising can attract many unqualified applicants. If
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the advertisement calls for candidates to apply in
person, the personnel department will have to spend a
lot of time screening out unsuitable people.
Furthermore, no matter how well the advertisement has
been written, there is no guarantee that it will draw
enough qualified applicants. Nevertheless, help wanted
advertising unquestionably remains one of the most
popular and most effective ways of recruiting job
applicants.
3. Private employment agencies: The most
frequently used recruiting sources are private
employment agencies. There are few agencies located in
the inner city of the capital. These agencies referred
few applicants to a company from time to time. If the
applicant is well competent, and also referred by
professional or high rank relative, the person gets the
job instantly.
4. Schools and Colleges: Schools and colleges can
serve as an excellent source of applicants for some
companies. Some companies must develop communication
with a technical, commercial and high school in order to
be able to get well trained clerical or secretarial
applicants after graduation. Similarly, some
organizations have found that applicants, candidates for
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apprenticeship programs, and technical personnel are apt
to be referred by trade and vocational schools with
which they have maintained.
JOB INTERVIEW
An interview is a unique form of communication.
According to Herr and Cramer (1988), the word interview
means a viewing between people, an oral exchange in a
face to face confrontation. To utilize an interview
effectively, one must first identify the situations that
make its employment advantageous. The interview is also
a medium for the transmission of information from one
person to another. Unlike the conversation, the
interview focuses upon a specific subject that is
relevant to its situation. These are the structural and
functional elements of an interview.
a) Structure of the interview: An interview is
initiated to achieve one or several objectives. It
takes place in a particular physical and social setting,
and occurs as part of a procedural sequence of events.
Further, it focuses on the present, past, or future
behavior, beliefs, opinions, attitudes of the
interviewee. The setting, the sequence and the
objectives of the interview is called the context.
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The context of an employment interview, for
instance, includes the job under consideration and the
place where the interview is conducted which is called
setting, the other selection procedures the applicant
has already completed which is the sequence, and the
decision to be made when the interview is completed
which is called objectives. Therefore, the interview
includes the applicant's previous experience, education,
vocational aspirations and behavior during the
interview.
WORKSHOP
There are two primary facets of workshop behavior
in this program: the task performance and the social
skills. In this program, self control is required in
both of these areas for optimum vocational adjustment.
The workshop facilitates its operation by giving
adequate training to the trainee through assessments of
their attitude, aptitude, personality (self-concept and
self-esteem), and learning skill development. The
successfulness of the program will be determined based
on the outcome of the results. Those students who
qualify the minimum passing criteria on the assessment
will go to (1) technical skill training, (2) whatever
learning skills development needed and prescribed, (3)
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vocational guidance, and (4) personal, academic and
career counseling. However, those who fail the minimum
acceptable level on the assessment will go to the
Learning Skills Development Laboratory for intensive
training. When they reach to the level necessary to
"pass" the assessment, they will qualify to promote the
stated level in the above.
FOLLOW-UP SERVICE
The follow-up services is one of the most important
elements and, at the same time, one of the most
overlooked activities. Follow-up means providing
services to students after they leave the formal school.
In the follow-up service, counseling is provided to
assist school leavers to make realistic career
decisions, and placement services are provided to help
them to identify and take advantage of educational and
occupational opportunities. A second major part of the
follow-up services is concerned with and related to the
evaluation function of management.
Therefore, the major purpose of the follow-up
service is to provide guidance for leavers. Whether the
individual is a dropout or graduate, there is a critical
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need for guidance services to assist the individual to
realize a continuing career development.
COMPONENT II; CAREER/GUIDANCE IN SCHOOL
The primary goals of career/guidance in school is
to facilitate the maximum development of each individual
at the early age of their development. Few implications
of career/guidance has been stated by Zunker (1990) for
elementary, junior high and senior high schools.
A) Implications for Career/Guidance at the Elementary
School level:
1. Self concepts begin to form in early childhood.
Because of the influence of self concept
formation on career development, there is a
strong evidence of the importance of directed
experiences in enhancing self concept in the
elementary school,
2. An important aspect of career development is to
build an understanding of strengths and
limitations. Learning to identify and express
strengths and limitations is a good way to build
a foundation for self understanding.
Elementary school children imitate role models
in the home and school. Both parents and
3.
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teachers can provide children with positive role
models through precept and example.
4. Children learn to associate work roles by sexual
stereotyping at an early age. Exposure to
career information that discourages sex role
stereotyping will broaden the range of
occupations considered available by children.
5. Community resources provide a rich source of
career information, role models, and exposure to
a wide range of careers.
6. Self awareness counseling is a major goal of the
growth stage in elementary schools. Methods
used to enhance self awareness encourage
development of the ability to process and
interpret information about self and others and
about differences among people.
7. Learning to assume responsibility for decisions
and actions has major implications for future
career decisions. Some beginning steps include
skills development that enables children to
analyze situations, to identify people who can
help them, and to seek assistance when needed.
8. Understanding the relationship between education
and work is a key concept for enhancing career
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development. Skills learned in school and
during out of school activities should be linked
to work related activities.
9. The idea that all work is important builds an
understanding of why parents and others work.
Reflection on the reasons for working fosters an
awareness that any productive worker should be
respected.
10. Learning about occupations and about people who
are actually involved in occupations builds an
awareness of differences among people and
occupations.
These are some of the highlights of career/guidance in
the elementary school to be applied.
B. The implications for career/guidance in junior high
school:
1. Junior high school is an educational transition
from structural classroom settings to more
specialized educational programs. Learning to
relate acquired skills to educational
occupational goals promotes exploratory
reflection and activities.
2. There appears to be a strong need to increase
the ability of junior high school students to
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appraise realistically their own abilities,
achievements, and interests. Minority students
and students from homes where parents'
educational level is low need special assistance
in understanding their strength and limitations.
3. Students in junior high school have difficulty
in identifying and evaluating their interests in
relation to total life experiences.
4. A limited knowledge of occupations makes it
difficult for junior high school students to
relate in and out of school activities to future
jobs. Exposure to jobs and career fields should
be expanded to provide a basis for linking
various activities to work.
5. The naivete and limited knowledge of the factors
necessary in evaluating future work roles
suggest the desirability of introducing
informational resources and teaching the
necessary skills for their use. Learning about
career options, for example, increases awareness
of exploration opportunities.
6. Physiological development and sexual maturity
during junior high school involves individual
changes in self perceptions and social
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interactions. Opportunities to explore,
evaluate, and reflect on values seem to be very
desirable activities for promoting a better
understanding of self during this stage,
7. Junior high school students will greatly benefit
from hands on experience with skill activities
associated with occupations. Basic and concrete
experiences provide a means of learning skills
utilized in work.
8. Junior high school students should begin to
assume responsibility for their own behavior.
They would greatly benefit from improved
knowledge of planning, decision making, and
problem solving skills.
9. Increased awareness of sexual differences among
junior high school students suggests that
emphasis be placed on learning how sex role
stereotyping, bias, and discrimination limit
occupational educational choices,
10. Students in junior high school who continue the
process of awareness initiated in elementary
school will recognize the changing nature of
career commitment. The skills and knowledge
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learned to evaluate initial career choices will
be used to evaluate others over the life span.
C. Implications for career/guidance program in senior
high schools:
1. Career guidance at the senior high school level
must provide programs designed to meet the needs
of students at various stages of career
development. Establishing the career
development needs of entry level high school
students and a means of monitoring their
progress are relevant goals.
2. According to Super (1963), the exploratory age
is characterized by a tentative phase in which
choices are narrowed but not finalized.
Therefore, it is important for individuals to
analyze their own characteristics in terms of
career decisions.
3. Senior high school students should benefit from
information, activities, and modules that call
for matching occupations with physical
characteristics and skills. Programs designed
to assist senior high school students entering
the labor market for the first time are of
particular importance.
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4. Senior high school students should understand
the relationship of career choices and
educational requirements. Educational awareness
implies a working knowledge of educational
opportunities available at specific
institutions.
5. Teaching decision making and planning skills
involve guiding students through a series of
steps as they formulate career goals. Refined
self knowledge, including interests, abilities,
values, and occupational knowledge are
prerequisites to effective career decision
making and planning.
6. Work experience counseling provides individuals
with insight into the work setting and prepares
them to identify effective models. Work values,
work environments, work habits, and other issues
associated with work are of particular value of
the novice.
7. Many senior high school students also need
assistance in choosing an institution of higher
learning. Knowledge of how to evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of these
institutions is essential.
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8. Community visits and interviews with individuals
in different occupations are relevant activities
for helping senior high school students relate
their own personal characteristics to
occupational requirements. Relating school
subjects to jobs and describing sources of job
information are pertinent goals for career
development.
9. Students should be guided in creating a set of
specific preferences and plans to implement
after graduation.
10. Services to help prepare for the job search are
offered through placement officers. Related
activities may include resume preparation,
interview skills training, preparation for
employment tests, job testing, and listing of
employment opportunities.
To sum up the essential idea, career guidance for
elementary school children include the importance of
self concept development, building an understanding of
strengths and limitations, providing appropriate role
models, developing self awareness, learning to assume
responsibility for decisions and actions, understanding
the relationship between education and work, learning
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that all work is important, and learning about work
environments and the people involved in occupations are
essential.
Career guidance in junior high school includes the
importance of learning to relate acquired skills to
educational and occupational goals. These students have
a strong need to appraise their own abilities,
achievements, and interests accurately. They should be
given the opportunity to identify relationships between
interests and total life experiences. Learning about
career options increases awareness of explorations
opportunities.
Career guidance in senior high schools indicate
that the program should be designed to meet the needs of
individuals at the various stage of career development.
The program has to assist those students who enter the
labor market for the first time.
COMPONENT III: THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAREER COUNSELING
The career guidance movement is a product of a
development of one's nation. It touches all aspects of
human life, for it has involved political, economical,
educational, philosophical, and social progress and
change. To think of the career guidance movement as
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merely another educational event is a gross misinter¬
pretation of its broader significance for social
progress. It is, in fact, a movement that has had and
will have a tremendous impact on the working lives of
many individuals. The historical perspectives of this
movement will provide a greater insight into the
development of the career counselor's role in career
guidance.
Career development, occupational development, and
vocational development are used interchangeably. These
terms refer to a life-long process of developing beliefs
and values, skills and aptitudes, interests, personality
characteristics, and knowledge of the world of work
(Tolberg, 1974). Specifically, the terms reflect
individually developed needs and goals associated with
stages of life and with tasks that affect career choices
and subsequent fulfillment of purpose. Vocation,
occupation, and job are also used interchangeably to
indicate activities of employment and positions of
employment. Career refers to the activities and
positions involved in vocations, occupations and jobs as
well as related activities associated with an
individual's lifetime of work.
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Career counseling includes all counseling
activities associated with career choice over a life
span. In the career counseling process, all aspects of
individual needs including family, work and leisure are
recognized as integral parts of career decision making
and planning (Zunker, 1990).
THE NEED FOR CAREER COUNSELING
The results of several surveys show an overwhelming
need for career counseling assistance at all educational
levels (Miller, 1977; Aubery, 1977; Mitchell, 1977;
Healy, 1982; Prediger & Sawyer, 1985; Herr & Cramer,
1988). An examination of objectives and strategies at
these levels reveals how identified needs can be met.
In elementary schools, programs are designed to provide
students with an awareness of occupational roles, the
role of work in society, social behavior, and
responsible actions. In junior/middle schools, career
guidance programs are designed to help students develop
concepts of basic skills, learn decision making skills,
and relate to the world of work. Continuing career
exploration, exploring contingencies of occupational
preference, and preparing for entry into work or further
training are some of the major goals of senior high
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school career guidance programs. In institutions of
higher learning, students needs are met through programs
that help them reaffirm occupational choices, develope
specific career skills, reevaluate interests and
aptitudes, and plan for entry to a career field (Zunker,
1990).
THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
Several advantages of a career resource center are
worthy of consideration. First of all, a centralized
location provides the opportunity to systematically
organize all career materials into more efficient and
workable units. The centralized facility also provides
the opportunity to monitor materials on hand and
simplifies the task of maintaining and selecting
additional materials.
Second, students and faculty are more attracted to
centrally displayed materials that are easily accessed.
Thus, a wider use of materials is usually assured, in
addition, attention is directed to programs offered by
the Career Resource Center. In essence, the career
resource center brings into focus the career related
programs and the career resources offered by an
institution.
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A third consideration is the method of promoting
coordination and acceptance of career related programs
among faculty, staff, administration, students, and the
community. A well organized and operated career
resource center will encourage a variety of members of
an institution to participate in development,
programming, and evaluation of career resource center
materials and facilities. A commitment from a cross
section of individuals will greatly enhance the career
guidance efforts offered by an educational institution.
The last consideration is programming innovations
for the use of career materials and outreach activities
which are usually generated within the career resource
center and/or sponsored by the career resource center.
A well planned facility can become the focal point in
planning new programs and innovative activities for
career guidance and career education. In essence, the
career resource center should facilitate a wide variety
of program development opportunities among staff and
faculty.
The Purpose and Use of a Career Resource Center
The career resource center is a major component of
career guidance programs. The management of programs
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and the use of occupational information material are
major responsibilities of the career counselor. The
counselor's understanding of how to use occupational
information is highly related to the effectiveness of
the career resource center. Counselors must also be
well acquainted with the content of the various sources
of career information. Program development for
individual and group use of the center must be carefully
planned.
Presentation of materials will vary according to
the differing needs of groups and individuals. For
instance, a senior high school freshman class may be
given an overview demonstration of the various resources
in the center, while a group of high school juniors are
presented with specific resources needed for a class
project. Or a group of high school or college students
may be given the assignment of researching the various
careers in their declared major.
Individual use of career information is highly
personalized, and the counselor must recognize that
different learning styles among counselors call for
flexibility in the use of career information resources.
Moreover, Sharf (1981) pointed out that information
seeking behavior will vary from counselor to counselor.
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As counselors help individuals sort and assimilate
information, they must also provide direction by
generating questions concerning specific information
that can be obtained from available resources.
In conclusion, the career resource center is used
for those individuals who are in different phases of
career decision making, few of them are seeking
information to narrow down choices. It is a place where
instructions can meet with groups of students or the
whole classes for a variety of career guidance
objectives. Therefore, the main purpose of the Career
Resource Center is to encourage the center as a resource
of ongoing projects.
DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES
Establishing objectives for a career resource
center provides a framework for the selection and
utilization of materials to meet the career guidance
needs of the institution. Developing objectives will to
a large extent depend on local needs and available
resources. Therefore, consideration should be given to
developing a needs assessment to document specific
material and program needs, as well as needs for
available resources, such as innovative career related
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programs and materials being used in academic
departments and by individual instructors. An effective
needs assessment can help clarify goals and objectives
of the career resource center, identify career materials
available, and identify ongoing career related programs
within the institutions. Criteria of the assessment
have been suggested by Zunker (1990). These are the
criteria of the assessment.
1. the existing resources within the institution,
2. how current the materials are, and how much
they are being used,
3. career guidance services currently available,
4. support services for career guidance,
5. personnel providing career guidance services,
6. scope and sequence of career education
programs,
7. career related materials used in career
education programs,
8. community resources available, and
9. other related career guidance programs.
CAREER PLANNING
One of the primary purposes of career planning is
to develop skills through which individuals learn to
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control their futures. For instance, it is important to
learn to identify skills and plan how to upgrade them
through learning programs and develop options and
alternatives and effectively decide which to follow.
Moreover, identification of personal needs, the needs of
closest associates and how to integrate those needs into
life plans are crucial.
One also learns to make plans in order to change
and revise changes. Planning must be flexible and
include realistic options from which effective decisions
can be made to promote a fuller and more satisfying
existence. Thus, through career life planning and
carefully laid plans, goals are set and from
alternatives, decisions are made.
There are many variables to be considered in career
planning programs, such as, how to judge success.
Success criteria is based, to a great extent, on the
kind or quality of work done, what motivates us to work
is a key question. According to McClelland (1961),
people have a driving need for achievement and
subsequent power over others. Other work motivators are
the security and symbols of success that come from
earning money, identification with prestigious
organizations or peer affiliates, and status associated
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with certain occupations and professions (Montana &
Higgenson, 1978). Central to our concerns, however, are
the intrinsic satisfactions from which individuals judge
their success in life and work. One should recognize
that these judgments may change as individuals needs
change over their life span. A goal of providing
flexible career planning that can help individuals
identify their changing needs and set realistic goals to
meet them should be established.
Moreover, many authors have suggested that
educational programs should be developed to support the
ongoing life learning needs of today's individuals
(Bolles, 1982; Crystal & Bolles, 1974; Kaufman, 1974;
Montana & Higgenson, 1978) . Through career planning
programs we will not only provide sources of education
and training, but we assist individuals in determining
their needs for programs and in understanding the
reasons for adopting a life learning concept.
CAREER CHOICE
Career planning focuses on a significant number of
factors that influence career choice. Setting
priorities and goals for career planning, developing
ultimate life designs and setting long range and short
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term goals are major choice objectives. In career
planning, values, interests, abilities, achievement, and
work experiences are viable factors to discuss,
evaluate, and clarify in order to make career planning
determinations. Decision making models also provide a
framework from which career choice counseling objectives
are derived (Bergland, 1974; Gelatt, 1962). Clearly
defined steps in decision making strategies provide
sequences designed to assist individuals making a career
choice.
One problem solving approach for career choice was
suggested by Tiedeman and O'hara (1963) . Career choice
involves the processing of developmental tasks and
resolving of psychosocial crises. All theories,
systems, and strategies underscore the inclusive and
complex nature of the career choice process. Because
individuals experience periods of indecision and
indiscriminateness, career choice is not considered
wholly continuous (Crites, 1969).
In career planning programs, career choices are
tentative from the standpoint that practically every
choice involves some doubt about the credibility of the
chosen career and the possibility that can be
successfully carried out over a lifetime.
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Moreover, career choice is a process in which one
not only chooses but also eliminates and consequently
stifles some interests and talents. Parts of us are
left to go to seed when a career choice is made, because
eventually we must give up a chance to develop talents
and interests as we limit ourselves on the narrow
pathway leading to a career. Career choice is also
clouded by the serarch all of us experience for self
identity and meaning in a world society that is drawing
closer together.
CAREER EDUCATION
Career education is the totality of experiences
through which one learns about and prepares to engage in
work as a part of his/her way of living. One of the
first goals of the career education philsophy is to make
the idea of work understandable by every young person in
the elementary, junior and senior high schools.
During the third and fourth grades the student is
at a point in his/her development where he/she begins to
internalize the concept of his/her future role in the
world of work. In some schools this development might
continue through the sixth grade. The integration of
career education activities into the total curriculum
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will enable the student to develop a concept of the
relationship between work and various life styles.
Through appropriate learning activities the student
begins to appreciate the personal traits which
contribute to the development of satisfactory working
relationships. Throughout this phase, the emphasis is
on the development of healthy attitude toward all types
of work.
What is Career Education?
Career is defined as a sequence of occupations or
jobs engaged in or occupied throughout a person's
lifetime. Education is commonly defined as a process of
training and developing. Thus, one basic definition of
career education is the development and education
required to enable an individual to satisfactorily move
through a sequence of occupations or jobs throughout the
persons's lifetime.
The major purpose of career education is to prepare
each individual for living and working in the society.
As defined by a national task force (Jesser, 1976),
career education is essentially an instructional
strategy and learning activities to the concept of
career development. Career education extends the
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academic world to the world of work. In scope, career
education encompasses educational experiences beginning
with early childhood and continuing throughout the
individual's productive life. A complete program of
career education includes awareness of the world of
work, broad orientation to occupations (professional and
non professional), in depth exploration of selected
clusters, career preparations and understanding of the
economic system of which jobs are a part, and placement
for all students.
Why is Career Education Needed?
Career education is needed to help students to
develop positive self concepts and self understanding in
relation to others and the world of work. It provides
opportunities to explore their interests and aptitudes
in relation to a wide variety of occupations. It is
also needed to help students develop discriminating
information gathering skills related to self and the
world of work. It also helps them to recognize the
personal, social, and economic significance of work.
Career education is needed to widen student
horizons, to increase the educational and vocational
options open to them. It enables them to develop
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decision making skills concerning their vocational and
educational objectives. Career education is also needed
to keep students informed on projected manpower needs so
they can adapt their plans accordingly.
As indicated in the definition, career education is
needed to help individuals meet their needs at each
stage in their development from early childhood
throughout their lifetime.
THE BELIEF ABOUT CAREER EDUCATION
A career education program that captializes on the
experiences of the individual holds promise for meeting
the career learning maturation needs of students and the
continuing needs for all people. The following factors
are one part of the belief in the career education
model. Such as:
1. The significant role of work: Career education
should be rooted in the concept that work encompasses
one's salaried and unpaid time making it an activity
that includes occupational and leisure pursuits. Work
is the sum of one's need to achieve for the benefit of
self and others. For the child, the adolescent, the
young adult, or the older adult, work is a life span
endeavor.
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2. The "Here and Now" characteristic: Work is a
significant part of everyday existence. The concept of
career education must have a "here and now" character as
opposed to its more common and convential emphasis on
the future. Instead of an emphasis on the career choice
evidenced in the question "what are you going to be when
you grow up." the focus is on the present using what
individuals know and how they think and feel about
living and working. Thus, career education, in building
the existing experiences of the individual, provides for
the expansion of knowledge and concepts in life long
learning and fosters an understanding of "self" and
"self-in-situation" as essential elements in human
maturation.
3. The Career Evolution: Career education
contributes to career evolution by engaging participants
in activities that are designed to develop and enhance
their decision making and problem solving skills.
Learning how to make decisions involves learning how to
compare, summarize, interpret, classify, observe, or
hypothesize all thinking operations that are used in
decision making. In learning how to process information
and in using these thinking skills, individuals
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experience and learn about the judgments that are
involved in their considerations and choices.
4. Experiential learning: Career education is more
than the mere presentation of job information, as
important as that elements may be. Work tasks and work
situations are what life is all about. Career education
should provide for the structured introduction of
concepts about work, work roles, and work functions. It
can offer learning exposures whereby the growing,
maturing individual becomes acquainted with work and
ways of working. Most day to day classroom tasks
involve activities and demands that are as real as those
encountered in many work situations. The work functions
inherent in the demands of school, home, and community
life, the pressure of completing these tasks, and the
conditions under which these tasks must be accomplished
are the source of much meaningful, experiential
learning.
5. Classroom Based; Helping students to identify,
think about, and assess their life experiences should be
a concern of the school. It is an integral part of the
teaching learning process. This puts career education
right where it should be in the classroom. Thus,
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involvement in career education is clearly a function of
the classroom teacher (Harold L. Munson, 1978) .
THE STRUCTURE AND NATURE OF CAREER EDUCATION
In view of the numbers and changing nature of jobs
and job activities, it seems inappropriate to approach
career education solely from an informational point of
view. Young people can never learn about every job
opportunity. Helping young people become familiar with
the ways people work, however, that is, the task that
people do, is learning with a longer period of
usefulness. Such information has great application and
transferability to all kinds of job seeking. In this
way, career education caters to the life long process of
evolving a career lifetime of learning about the world
of work. It is also a continual nature of choosing
where one will participate in it. Information about the
structure of the world of work, work functions, and work
tasks can be considered the core of career education
programs.
CAREER DECISION MAKING
Decision making is viewed as a learned skill that
should be part of everyone's program. The acquisition
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of decision making skills is a vital objective of career
counseling. Decision making is totally different from
problem solving. Decision maing involves in a variety
of variables to reach a solution, but in problem solving
there is no clear cut for right and wrong solutions. In
the decision making the individuals have to make their
own aptitudes, values, interests and other qualitities
to reach decision. Therefore, decision making is a
learned skill that should lead to a satisfying solution.
It is also a relatively easily learned skill that
becomes complex when applied to individual lives.
Krumboltz and Sorenson (1974) have designed a
decision making system for high school students. This
system is not designed only to ongoing decisions, it
also applied to those each individual will face in a
lifetime. Specific objectives and tasks of decision
making steps have been stated below.
1. It requires the individual to state the reasons
or problem that motivated him or her to seek
career counseling when individuals explain their
own problems, individual goals can more easily
be formulated with a group.
2. The counselor must inform the necessary time
commitment required of each member in order to
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meet his or her individual goals. It is
imperative that the counselor be realistic
concerning the amount of committed time and
receive a firm commitment from each member. He
must also remain firm in receiving a pledge from
each individual to make the necessary time
available.
3. Each student will be required to complete
individual projects on his or her own. Beyond
that, individual conferences may be necessary to
reinforce this part of decision making.
4. Peer group interaction will tend to reinforce
students in further career exploration. The
counselor must be prepared to suggest specific
kinds of resources for each individual student.
Group discussion should include the nature of
career clusters, job market information,
opportunities for advancement, work associates,
and other information for each career being
considered. Therefore, the information
collection phase could also include job site
visitation in the community. When it is not
possible to visit a job site, the job experience
kits (Krumboltz, 1980), which contain exercises
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simulating actual work experiences, are
recommended.
5. Finally in the career decision making process
each group member is encouraged to view career
decision as an ongoing process that can be used
in various situations other than the immediate
one in which the group is involved. Ideally,
the group should recognize that although
decision making should be systematic and will
lead most individuals to satisfying solutions.
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP COUNSELING
McDaniel, Bowers, and Saum (1971) suggested the
essential purpose of individual and group counseling as
follows.
Counseling is a purposeful relationship in either
individual or group setting in which the counselor
assists the student to achieve a goal. The process may
involve the modification of a specific behavior, more
realistic self-understanding, clarification of
alternatives or educational and vocational planning with
an emphasis upon increasing self-direction. The focus
of the counselor will be on the individual student. The
essential purpose of all counselor activities is to
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enhance the development of the individual. Teachers,
administrators, and technical assistants have
responsibility for organizing and administering a
program of services, courses, and activities for the
common good of all students. The counselor uniquely
serves in the role of the advocate for the individual.
He or she perceives counseling itself as a learning and
growth process.
Generally, the counseling service is implemented
for the purpose of helping individuals served by the
system to become the persons they are capable of
learning. Regardless of the personnel involved in the
delivery of the counseling service, irrespective of the
means used to achieve these ends, the fact remains that
the major goal remains the same.
LEARNING TO LEARN SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
To be more effective in learning skills development
seven kinds of information are stated below. Learning
to learn skills, competence (including reading, writing
and computation), communication, personal management,
adaptability, group effectiveness and influence.
Learning to learn skills: Knowing how to learn is
the most basic of all skills. Students can remain
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marketable by understanding how to learn, what to learn
and how to store what they need for easy retrieval.
Learning to learn helps individuals to be adaptable
and flexible in all parts of their lives, but it is
critical for dealing with organizational change and for
providing the flexibility to enrich and expand their
jobs if they want to. In the past, the ability to learn
has often been considered a gift; you either had it or
you did not have it. Today it is totally different.
Learning to learn is a teachable skill. We can develop
the skill by:
a) understanding how we take in and store
information,
b) paying attention to the time of day we are most
alert and focusing on that as our learning time,
c) reading about preferred learning and teaching
styles so we can understand ours and adapt to
others,
d) becoming more aware of what is going on around
us and determining how that activity impacts us.
Competence: Reading involves much more than just
knowing words and putting sentences together. We have
to be able to read computer charts and graphs as well as
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words. We have to be able to scan complex information
and extract what is important, and we have to do it
quickly. Being able to read and extract important
information is not enough. You have to be able to apply
that information to solve problems or answer questions.
Writing: Business writing is not just a collection
of words, correct grammar and proper punctuation. A
well-turned business phrase has neither flowers nor
frills. No one has rummage through verbage trying to
translate the message of a memo. Business
correspondence at its best reads like the well spoken
word. It has to be clear, direct, concise, accurate,
specific, logical and sequential.
The ability to use high lights, key point
statments, introductory summaries, wrap up summary
statements and clear documentation skills, including
charts and graphs, are competencies today's writer must
master.
Computation: Math skills in today's workplace are
conceptual, not computational. Computers calculate
numbers faster than humans. We may not have to add 10
rows of seven digit numbers anymore, but we need to be
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able to scan the data and understand the computational
concepts involved so that we can avoid costly errors.
Communication: Speaking and listening are the twin
skills in communication. They work hand in hand. Good
communicators are those who can say clearly, concisely,
directly, specifically and persuasively what they mean
and then follow up with listening skills to ensure that
the message was correctly received. Real listening is
active, not passive. It is an involvement with another
person. Basic listening skills are:
a) The ability to clarify that you and the other
person have the same definition and
interpretation of the message.
b) The curiosity to probe for critical information.
c) The sensitivity to hear and relate to the
emotions behind the words.
Self management: The personal management skills
that employers believe are the abilities to believe in
self worth, to take sole responsibility for setting
goals, to generate internally the motivation to
accomplish what to do, and to take actions that will
best encourage our personal and career development.
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Most of the time employers clearly are saying that
they cannot and will not be responsible for the growth,
development, careers or motivation of their people. The
skills of self management are career requirements, not
options.
In the past, we used to assume that motivation and
career development were the company's responsibility, we
had people whose careers were developed in channels they
themselves would have never chosen. Today they can map
their own path through the new requirement for self
management.
Adaptability: Competitive pressure is relentless.
There is constant demand on companies and individuals to
adjust to changing human needs and unpredictable
economy. This need to adapt has become a preoccupation,
if not an obsession, in all areas of our society.
How are companies choosing to meet this challenge?
By hiring a work force that can think creatively and
solve problems quickly. These skills are the keys to
implementing the innovations needed to increase
productabilty and remaing competitive.
We need to learn to create mental images of how
things could be, how we would like them to happen. When
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we focus on and share positive images of how work might
be more profitable, more productive, we unleash a
powerful force for effective change.
Group effectiveness: Group process is a
cornerstone of effective management. Creative thinking
and problem solving skills are basic group skills.
Adjunct skills are the ability to judge and balance
appropriate behavior, cope with undesirable behavior in
others, absorb stress, deal with ambiguity, listen,
inspire conficence in others, share responsibility and
intreact effectively with others and negotiate from a
win perspective.
When we know how to learn, are competent
communicators who are creative and adaptable and have a
sense of our self worth. It can also work in groups to
help the organization and increase our work
satisfaction.
Influence: Influence is skill itself. It is also
a byproduct of all the other skills that have been
discussed. To influence the direction of the company
and achieve personal goals, managing oneself, effective
communication and working with others are essential.
One also needs to project a sense of reliability and
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integrity and be seen as a person with goals,
adaptability and vision.
Even with all these tools, however, success will be
achieved with organizational effectiveness. It is also
important to learn how the organization is structured;
why it works the way it does; and how, why, when and by
whom decisions really are made. Then, it becomes
possible to develop the intuition of timing that allows




The essence of the problem facing the educational
system in Ethiopia, and Africa at large, is the
expansion of enrollments in response to public demand
for education that is exceeding the capacity of the
economy to maintain educational quality. Furthermore,
its visible consequence has been the school leaver
unemployment problem in which graduates of primary and
secondary schools have experienced increasing difficulty
in finding employment in the modern wage economy. The
effect of worsening employment prospects has been to
intensify rather than reduce the demand for formal
education and has resulted in the new familiar
phenomenon of qualification escalation in which students
go on seeking ever higher qualifications.
Thus, the expansion of educational institutions in
Ethiopia is an additional costly exercise that will not
solve the unemployment problem. The crucial factor is
the mobilization of all existing and potential resources
to achieve economic development so that more jobs are
available. The overall employment (and unemployment)
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and the division of labor {including those who are
unemployed) is not a function of the level of education
in the labor force, but rather of economic and social
factors.
Instead of heeding the above, the government of
Ethiopia responded to the school leaver unemployment
problem by restructuring the school curriculum to focus
on vocational education. However, today, vocational
school leavers as well as graduates do not have chances
for varied employment.
Any changes in the educational system that do not
take into account the internal factors discussed in this
chapter are likely to be unsuccessful. Educational
reform in and of itself is not an effective strategy
from promoting economic growth. It should be viewed as
an important background factor in economic growth, but
not as the key factor.
EVALUATING THE PROGRAM
The entire program improvement process of this
model is evaluation based. Evaluation is ongoing,
providing continuous feedback during all steps of the
process. Evaluation is not something done only at the
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end of the year to see how some part of the program came
out.
The purpose of evaluation is to provide factual
information to make decisions about the structure and
impact of the program. The assessment of the current
program described earlier is an example of gathering
data to make decisions about ways to improve the current
program. It also provides a baseline against which
planners can make judgments about the impact of the
program.
Therefore, the proposed model of this program in
this study will be assessed on the basis of student's
job performance, attitude and personality attribution.
The result of this evaluation will be used to refine and
strengthen the program as necessary.
RECOMMENDATION
For maximum benefit to both the student and the
school, the counseling and guidance program has to be
recommended as an integral part of the school program in
this model. Such services and activities cannot be seen
as supplementry to a school's program, they must become
an integral part of it. However, if the school's
counseling and guidance program is to function as an
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integral part of the total educational program, the
school counselors must understand those concepts and
practices related to curriculum. As indicated above, a
counseling and guidance program is relevant to the
student for the development of future careers within the
educational institution. It is the counselor's
responsibility, therefore, to bring this "need"
information and its implications to bear as one of his
or her contributions to the educational program.
In conclusion, counselors at all levels, so central
to career development, must be engaged deeply in the
work of career counseling. Some of them must refresh
themselves in labor and industry to equip themselves
more fully for the task of helping all young people find
their way to make decisions about their futures.
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